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“Badlands has a narrative with a weighty sensuality that carries the reader
forward in a kind of drunken, dreamlike state.”
—New York Times
“Badlands is a very strong, very intelligent and very intriguing novel.”
—Joyce Carol Oates
“Melinda Camber Porter should be congratulated on Badlands: she knows
her subject thoroughly; her vision is lyrical, yet unflinching. Badlands is an
achievement.”
—Peter Matthiessen
“In Badlands, Melinda Camber Porter has focused her English intelligence on
America and rendered it as an uneasy dream of sex and death and abandonment,
a mirage with the power of possession.”
—Joan Didion
“In the South Dakota Badlands Melinda Camber Porter so powerfully conjures
is a place where wounds don’t heal. Its haunting pain and is sorrow is as evident
in the despair of Indian reservations as it is in the harshly wrinkled earth itself.
The presence of the dead is palpable, and it is their voices that call the poignant
characters of this lyrical, unsettling drama to action. Adam, a New York lawyer,
has come to the Badlands to help the magnetic, complex Henry Blackfoot protect
the threatened burial sites of his Sioux ancestors. Adam’s English lover narrates,
and she is an arrestingly poetic observer who is transformed by her experiences
in this most American of settings. Blunt yet sensitive, she struggles to understand
the spirit of the Badlands and her conflicting feelings for Adam, Blackfoot, and
Blackfoot’s children. Porter’s lambent prose offers crystalline insights into how the
personal subsumes the political, why love is an act of modulation, how desire can
be chic and despair a comfort, and how the past is inescapable. A deeply affecting
story of revelation and its repercussions.”
—Booklist Starred Review
by Donna Seaman
“In Badlands, Melinda Camber Porter creates a novel of startling, dreamlike
lyricism.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Badlands is Melinda Camber Porter’s vision of America. ‘America is very
spiritual and very technological at the same time. It is such an emotional, passionate
country but there is a constant conflict between the spiritual and the materialistic,’
said Melinda Camber Porter. The lasting effect of the dramatic South Dakota
landscape and the area’s long and tragic history led to Melinda Camber Porter’s
novel, Badlands.”
—Rocky Mountain News
Margaret Carlin
“Badlands is an extraordinary book. Its imagery makes one think of William
Blake. Better than a novel, it reads like a fierce poem, with a devastating effect on
our self-esteem.”
—Louis Malle
(French filmmaker)
“In Badlands, Melinda Camber Porter brings the passions of a poet and the
imagery of an artist to this most unusual look at American. The author is a
British journalist who focused on French culture from Paris, exhibited watercolors
and oils to an enthusiastic European audience and wrote poetry before moving to
New York.
She wrote Badlands after a visit to the South Dakota Badlands. Her view of this
place was thus unobscured by cultural presumptions, her observations more acute.
Readers are first introduced to Lakota land as the narrator, an unnamed young
woman, and her lover, a lawyer, now New Yorkers, drive in for a working visit.
He hopes to promote the case of Blackfoot who wants to reclaim German farmers’
land as sacred Indian burial grounds.
In Badlands, Melinda Camber Porter may frighten readers with the power and
raw emotion of such a primitive planet and people. However, her poetry captures
the awesome possibilities of life and invites a contemplation and celebration of
cosmic and timeless mystery.“
— Joyce Nelson
Post-Bulletin
Rochester, Minnesota

“Badlands is beautiful with this strange plangent cry through it. Badlands is
an exquisite prose poem, but is absolutely specific about the American landscape.”
—Michael Hastings
(British playwright)
“Melinda Camber Porter is dramatic and writes dramatically about what she
sees in South Dakota. She is an academic who’s learning to trust her instincts. To
many who read Badlands, she will feel like an outsider, not the first, who has
been struck by the Reservation and feels compelled to write about it. Badlands
is a Book-Of-The-Month selection and has been praised by Joan Didion, Peter
Matthiessen and the late, Louis Malle.
Melinda Camber Porter was bowled over by the strength of her reaction to the
Badlands and the Reservation. This experience opens the book: ‘There is a wound
in this country, a gaping wound, wide as the open sky that graces it, hidden
deep in the earth and covered with the sentimental growth of wheat. It is Indian
country. As in South Africa, the Homelands were reduced to dirt track roads and
empty spaces, so in this country, there is a bleeding wound, a sorrowful land
stretching for miles that few tourists visit. The population, reduced to statistics,
welfare dwellers, alcoholic, lives in an unending nightmare of ghetto that has been
excommunicated for good.’
Melinda Camber Porter will seem to dwell on the pain—whether it’s the pain of
love or the pain of history—though she protests that she’s quite a happy person
and does not have a depressing vision of South Dakota, Pine Ridge or Native
People. She says quite sincerely that she believes she’s found the heart of American
culture in South Dakota.”
—Ann Grauvogl
Sioux Falls Argus Leader
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

“Making sense of the kaleidoscope that is American culture, with all its fractured
images, manifest contradictions and anarchic verve, is a daunting task for most
Europeans. At the same time, as Tocqueville proved, they may be best equipped to
decipher the code. For British-born artist and writer Melinda Camber Porter, the
stream of impressions began to coalesce not in Manhattan, but in the Badlands
of South Dakota. So, transfigured was she by her experience there among the
ghosts of Native American civilization that she set her new novel, appropriately
named Badlands, in this magical landscape. The novel reflects this realization,
and much more, given the almost uniform praise afforded Badlands. A dominant
theme of her paintings—the interplay of eroticism and spirituality—also suffuses
her fiction. Upon moving to the States from Paris, Camber Porter was struck by
the apparent inability of Americans, as a whole, to discern the difference between
pornography and the erotic. In Badlands, the narrator moves steadily through the
novel to a kind of epiphany. She grows intoxicated by her vision of life, which
comes through an appreciation of the world of dreams, states of ecstasy and, in
Camber Porter’s words, “Native American easefulness with the world of visions.”
Camber Porter regards spiritualism as a vital force in a culture. In America, she
says, it is as valuable to people, as anywhere else.”
—Bill Thompson
The Post and Courier
Charlotte, South Carolina
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Publisher’s Note
Badlands was originally published in 1996 to critical acclaim, reviewed widely
and was as a Book-of-the-Month selection. The newly published edition
includes over 40 original photographs of the South Dakota and the Badlands
taken by Melinda Camber Porter and Joseph R Flicek in 1990 and 1991 before
the novel was written. This new edition, published twenty years after the First
Edition, is now Number 7, Volume 2 in the series of Melinda Camber Porter
Archive of Creative Works. The new edition formats are hardback (8.5 x 11
inches) and ebook.
Melinda Camber Porter was raised in London and attended Oxford University.
She embarked on her career as a journalist working at The Times of London,
where she contributed material while living abroad in Paris and then New York.
In 1985 she married Joseph R Flicek in Clear Lake, South Dakota, and thus
began her regular trips to visit South Dakota from her home in New York City.
Melinda Camber Porter, as an artist and writer, was awe struck by the vastness
of the South Dakota prairies and the openness of the never-ending Western
horizons. With her background in English and French literature and European
societies, she was fascinated by the peoples (European descendants and Native
Americans) now living in these open South Dakota landscapes.
In Badlands, Melinda Camber Porter was applying her observations of these
‘clashes of cultures’ in real time of the 1990s. In a sense, Melinda Camber
Porter’s Badlands is her addition or update to Tocqueville’s observations of
America’s westward expansion as he recorded so well in Democracy In America,
Volume 1 (1835) and Volume 2 (1840).
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Chapter 1

There is a wound in this country, a gaping wound, wide as the open sky that graces it, hidden deep
in the earth and covered with the sentimental growth of wheat. It is Indian country. As if in South
Africa the Homelands were reduced to dirt track roads and empty spaces, so, in this country, there is a
bleeding wound, a sorrowful land stretching for miles that few tourists visit. The population, reduced to
statistics, welfare dwellers, alcoholics, lives in an unending nightmare of a ghetto that has been excommunicated for good. The land bakes in the summer, and in winter is cold and featureless. This is the
place called God’s Country. The big sky in which God lives lies heavy and sagging over the dust tracks,
like an old half-dead cow, udders drooping, dead with the heat, smothering Indian country. For to see
these people, one would be tempted to believe that God gave the good life to his fan club, a narcissistic
guy who couldn’t see beyond his own big toe. To see these people, one would be tempted to believe
that the Good Lord had sick ideas about white and red and yellow and black skins, and that even when
the Indians built their churches to him, even then he left them unrewarded with a dank plot of land,
and worse still, no will to make it blossom green with rare scents. To see these people one feels sad with
oneself. For to have myth and magic in one’s past, to be part of the childworld, believing in mountains
becoming men, and such, seems to be the stuff of which failure is made.
So, night came over Pine Ridge and the unlikely pair of us drove madcap through the flat plains.
We had watched the clouds and the occasional entry of a police car, like a joke wandering with no
audience, aimless across the brown fields. We stepped out to see a cemetery covered with weeds and
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wheat grass. It was protected with a barbed-wire fence that no longer held up, and it too was wooed to
sleep by the unending growths from the earth. Soon, no one will know for no one will be left. They are
the Incas of America. And now despair will kill them off. There is no need to do it. No need for guns.
For the old guns are latched and open, ready to shoot the mind through and through. Just think how
time has been on our side. If you subjugate a people enough, for enough time (I’m not sure how long
you have to do it, the exact requirement of intensity and time), they end up doing it for you to themselves. It’s strange, really. Is this something to do with the survival of the species? The strongest man
wins? The rights of the strongest? I don’t think so, for now the weak in mind and spirit seem to have
gained ground. Conformity reigns here. How soothing it is to belong to the ruling class, the middle
class here, well, to be a big fish in a small pond, to live in the little villages about which so much sentimental, adorational, romantic drivel has been written. And it is said that these are still the pioneers,
still the very last people to live on the frontier. But to live on the frontier of two hundred years ago is
to live in the past. So, there is a madness to the pioneering spirit here, the “rugged” life, living off the
land: they play at it. Food is probably cheaper bought in the local supermarket when you think of what
it costs to hunt. The time taken, after all. Adam, you took me here to teach me something. Is it what I
see today? The smug conformity in the faces of the old farmers and farm hands, those wrinkled faces,
bitter with the play of wind, and the mistrust of strangers written in their faces? I mused, or rather I
think, at this point, I actually said something, sitting in the Blue Bar, in Interior, the town that began
to hint of tourism, just a little, with its view of the Badlands buttes. I spoke, through their deep silence.
“Shall we stop off here for the night?”
The bar restaurant in Interior is a home with a poorly stocked fridge. The owner, a fat, dishevelled,
distracted, no-eyed matron, offered us a broken sandwich and asked us to leave when Adam took it and
rubbed it against my lips, muttering “Sweetie, sweetie.” He had done this in a desperate way, for it was
quite unlike him to play with his food and I wondered “And if he has brought me here so he could kill
himself.” It was such an unlikely thought, but fierce like a dream to a sleeper and the fear of it grew and
as he drove into a dust cloud made by a huge truck that veered into our path and out again, sparing us.
I was safe. The thought of Adam taking a knife to himself vanished and I laughed aloud at it.
“So shall we drive through the night?” I asked.
“You look so tired,” he said, pulling over to the side of the road to take a swill of his Diet Pepsi.
“Why hurry?” I said. “There’s nothing to see.”
“You’re tired,” he said, again and sadly, as if tiredness was worthy of sympathy, a reason perhaps
for him to feel pain.
“I’ll survive.”
So we drove through the night, taking turns to watch the empty plains and listen to the deathlike
stillness that made me wish for Manhattan. The stillness was piercing, more distracting than the rumble and sudden rushes of noise, like water moving, like the stream of life always there in the city. But
here, the stillness distracts my thoughts from love. Some other force has its dwelling in the sand, within
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the wrinkled skin of mountain, made of bone. These were not real mountains. They were caked mud,
and they dipped and rose, wrinkled horribly, twisting and turning, a labyrinth without issue. We should
not have come here.
“There is no eternity here,” I said, as dawn struck, and like a chord that echoed, the sky filled with
light, reverberating.
“Oh, there is, just look at it,” he said, pointing at the rainbow light covering the buttes.
“Maya,” I said. “Pure illusion.”
“You can’t leave a mark here,” I said. “It’s like living on quicksand. Too much death destroys history, takes away human time. There’s nothing to see. No past.”
“Oh, but there is. I’ll show you the hideouts, Billy the Kid and Wounded Knee, and Custer’s Last
Stand. All around here. This is America,” said Adam, suddenly ecstatic. The light was splintering
across the sky. It was kitsch. Pinks and blues and violets all so majestic, reigning in a vast sky. I had never
seen a sky like this in Europe. Never even in the remotest parts of Scotland.
“This is America. The real America,” said Adam. “On the East Coast, we think it’s us. But the real
story of America is here.”
“Oh, come on,” I said affectionately. “I don’t see any history. I haven’t seen one thing made by
man. It’s all restless nature. Skies, trees, and those mud-caked rocks, the Badland buttes.”
“This is the spirit of America,” said Adam, still ecstatic. “I wanted to show it to you, so you’d see
something that’s real.”
“If this is real, give me what’s fake,” I said, and thought much darker thoughts, seeming to match
the barrenness I sensed in the land. We had come here together, partly so as not to be apart, and although Adam’s work should have been done without me, this particular piece of business he was set on
was an emotional journey too. So, it was right, in our minds, for me to be there. He wanted it, anyway,
wanting to induct me into and drive me through the spirit of America. From Manhattan to Nebraska,
making our stopping-off point the Pine Ridge Reservation. But the Indians were his business, his wish
to help, being one of the reasons I loved him deeply, this wish of his to help had always struck me with
such force, like the fearful likeness I had seen when his father first introduced us. Both defined him. The
way Nature or God had stamped him with the very same features as his father. So, where in his father
there were wrinkles, in Adam was smoothness, and where in his father was greyness, Adam’s hair was
light brown, flaxen-tinged. But the doubly rolling nose, slanted like a Roman nose, was identical. Not
one angle differed. And the eyes were identical, except where in his father was kindness and a gentle
intensity, in Adam was fire and the staring madness of some unquenchable thirst.
“We seem to have gone in a circle,” I said, noticing the same buttes we had seen in Interior, like
mountains reversed, sandy white at the base, the peak capped with dark soil rivulets, rivers of decay.
The wind fashioned all this and left behind no trees, so the plains are flat except for where man has
built a windbreak, a line of luxuriant trees now glistening in the sun which had fully awoken.
“You can see the buttes from all over. They’re probably forty miles away, even fifty. You never seem
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to leave them behind.”
In Adam’s voice was such weariness. The innocence that had marked the earlier outburst of enthusiasm and his naive belief in “a real America” contrasted so sharply with his sudden tone of despair.
I knew he was also here to get away from something, and the buttes, ever present, were reminders of
an archaic feeling, bone deep, dream deep, that he would never be able to leave behind his awareness,
acute sensitivity and the pain that this intensity of character had somehow inflicted on him.
“Let’s get some sleep,” I said. “Poor darling, you look so tired and hot.” I stroked his forehead,
noticing, as I often did, the way the hair receded already a little, just like his father’s. When fathers pass
down stuff to their sons, like God to Jesus, why should the children suffer so?
Joseph lived in the somewhat untroubled world of cosmology, reaping fame without knowing quite
how his ideas brought with them so much baggage, so much additional life to deal with, to dispense
with, to forget. Joseph lived on another planet, truly. But Adam suffered so, being a son, watching his
father try to squeeze the brilliance from his own mind, so the sap would flow from one to the other
without obstacles, without love and hate.
“I want you to rest,” I said softly. “I’ll drive. I’ll stop off when we see a motel. You can sleep in the
back. I’m taking over, honey.”
Adam did so, and in the motel room, I washed his hot brow with a cool motel towel, dripping wet,
and let him lie in-between my breasts, drifting off to sleep to the sound of my heartbeat. His lips were
open, pouting and thick, with the blood curling them so he was half smiling, as if in a dream of being
completed, of his mouth meeting mine, of his hands in my hair. I thought of all of this, of the two
of us together, without obstacle, without Joseph’s forehead covering Adam, without the imprint of his
father stopping me.
“Love is you,” I whispered, to take away the fear that held me back from him, made me cool and
quip and act a little, just a little as if I didn’t care completely to be with him. These thoughts took on
a pitch of such emergency that I longed to wake him. And when I woke the next morning they were
still there, but had been softened, the edge of desperation being taken from them by a dream I now
forget. We both woke slowly, and then were quickened to a sudden rush of panic with the dull thud of
gunshots, rifle shots, heavy, like the footsteps of a giant creaking through the land. Or was it thunder?
Adam opened the blinds. The sun was out over the neon sign of the ROSEBUD CAFE, glinting
with the lights missing from the R and E. Little red roses were painted onto the wooden exterior, and
a huge plastic Indian, at least eight feet or nine feet tall, in his plastic feathers and tribal gear, stared
into space.
I went to the bathroom while Adam stood at the window, enraptured at the sight of this dowdy little
town, with its gas station-cafe restaurant.
“It’s always hunting season here,” said Adam. “There’s the real hunting season in the fall, but they
do it all year round. You’ll see. We’ll go.”
Some of the paint had been washed away from the chieftain’s feathers to show his grey plastic body,
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deathly grey, so aptly grey. The Indian smiled. His mouth smiled while the eyes stared, his lips red,
parted slightly, like an entertainer in some Las Vegas night club introducing a routine act.
“Don’t you think it’s in bad taste?” I asked, “considering the Indians live here.”
Adam smiled.
“Everything’s bad taste here. Except for Nature, it’s all a wasteland of memorabilia, old myths,
dump trucks full of what made America. This, for instance, your Sioux tribesman, chieftain. He’s happy enough, wouldn’t you say? Yes, he’s happy. Give him a beer or two and he’ll smile like this. What’s
left for them, but this? What kind of respect is this? Well, not much. But it’s done in a kindly way. I’ll
show you the giant plastic cows, the other art works littering the plains. They don’t mean harm with it.”
“Who doesn’t?” I asked.
“The Indians. Nor the whites. It’s past that now. The myth’s been told so many times, so differently,
they don’t care anymore. They just want the bare minimum.”
I laughed, not being able to help it, but for the sadness of a whole nation, a wandering people
whether good or bad, kind or hostile to whites, whatever they were, now here with nothing to be known
for except that they escaped complete extinction. What a triumphant moment, to know you have not
gone forever, but people can drive by (not that they want to) and watch you live, without feathers and
war paint, but with those unmistakable cheekbones, almost Mexican, like Adam’s cheekbones a bit,
but the jaw much sturdier.
“I can understand you wanting to help,” I said, “but it’s not a place for a holiday.”
“You can?” asked Adam with an angry irony that made his muscles flex in his arms and a tremble
run through his body of cold sweat.
I nodded. “I haven’t come here to mourn, to live a funeral.”
“And Mexico last year, all those ruins, was that a funeral, and Greece, was that a funeral, seeing
civilizations end? Is it just too sad to bear because this one’s holding on? Not quite a museum yet, not
quite dead?”
“No museum,” I said.
“No, it’s not art, when you’re half-dying, half-living. But the Parthenon is and the Minoan ruins
are, I suppose, because the culture’s fully dead,” said Adam, his face crushed with sadness. We argued
full sail, but when the wind of first anger left us we always felt so alone, wanting not to have hurt each
other, thoughtlessly, wildly even, at times.
“We’ll have breakfast and talk it over,” I suggested, mildly.
“Talk over the Indians?” he said with the irony rising again. “Why not piss over them?”
“Your anger I said is what I can’t stand,” and my temper flew out, like a bird so free. “I don’t have
the right emotions, do I? I don’t quite want quite what you want? Well, I don’t. I want to lie on a beach.
I want a holiday. Suntan lotion. Frisbee. The beach. That’s American, isn’t it? It’s more American than
this.”
“I want, I want, I want ... “ said Adam and then we grew quiet, both of us. The light had now risen
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well above the Rosebud Cafe, obliterating the neon sign in its huge planet radiance. The school bus
of Wounded Knee Elementary had let out five or six Indian children, no, there were more, two more
stragglers, a little girl wearing leopard-skin tights and a shiny black swimming costume; the boy wore
a lasso around his waist and a leather jerkin with a sheriff’s badge, reflecting the sun. It darted into
our room, the long beam of crazy light, and then left us. The Indian boy, with huge black brown eyes
liquid, limpid moist pools, unravelled his rope and whirled it in the air, screaming something unheard
which he said to the little girl with her red hair (was it dyed? I wondered), to the other children who
stood around the huge Indian chieftain, smiling it seemed less sadly, now he had found his audience.
“Do you think this is some ritual?” I asked. “An Indian ritual?”
“I don’t know,” said Adam, perturbed.
We threw on our clothes, his jeans and T-shirt saying BADLANDS, and my black leggings and
T-shirt saying BLACK HILLS. Down in the light we were rubbing our eyes from tiredness and that
uncomfortable feeling of living in a hotel, of having one’s cleaning routine disturbed, one’s toothbrush
and paraphernalia stranded in a little bag, not spread out regally in one’s bathroom. And I thought
about ritual, my own simple ones that comfort me and whose absence made me grumpy this morning
(I told Adam this to apologize to him, as we walked downstairs to the Rosebud Cafe). And I thought
about grand rituals, the religious ones, the ones that were mysterious to me, like these Indian rituals,
and whose magic I both pitied and wanted to enter into. So, I was ready, like a worshipper, as if finding myself in a cathedral suddenly where this tacky Rosebud Cafe stood in the filthy road littered with
beer cans, and the torn newspapers, and I was in awe, under the vaulted sky, the light falling, falling
magnificently onto the now stained-glass windows of the Rosebud Cafe. My breath was caught in my
throat, as it always was in cathedrals with the force of the music, and I hated it, being had, because
I don’t want to worship anything in a cathedral. I wanted this to be an artistic experience, not to fall
into worship, not to fall for the music, not to join the crowd and become one with it. I wanted to be an
individual, not a worshipper. But here, I have no fear of believing in this Indian God or that, and so I
can let myself fall into a state of awe.
“I’m so pleased we came,” I said to Adam, clutching his hand, as the children began dancing wildly
round the plastic Sioux chieftain, making war cries (the kind I recognized from TV Westerns), and the
little boy with the liquid black eyes took the little girl with her long frizzy red hair and skinny bones
showing through the leopard tights and he put the lasso round her, fiercely, round her waist, round
her thighs, round her knees, so she couldn’t move. Two Indian cops came out of the Rosebud Cafe to
watch. Everyone had begun chanting except us.
“I’m Steve McQueen,” said the little boy to the little girl.
“You’re not,” said the little girl, derisively. “I’m Madonna.”
I went over to her and asked, “What’s your real name, sweetie?”
“Minnehaha,” whispered the little girl, smiling.
“Oh, from the Longfellow poem, Hiawatha, I remember that. I can’t remember the lines, can
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you?”
“My name’s Madonna,” said the little girl decisively.
“Yeah, and I’m Mickey Mouse,” said the little boy.
“I’m Frank Viola,” said another little boy.
“I kill Injuns,” said the little boy with liquid black eyes. “I shoot them down, bang-bang, with a
rifle.”
“I’m Madonna,” said the little girl furiously to the little boy. “You don’t believe me, do you?”
The policemen laughed, the children laughed.
“I do,” said the little boy. “I’m Steve McQueen.”
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Chapter 2

Adam was behind me, his arms around my shoulder, comforting me. Afterwards, he told me that I
had gone white and that he feared for me. I had placed myself in the center of this child’s game, and
the little boy was now asking me, fiercely:
“Who are you then, are you no one?”
I didn’t answer, but I was caught in his stare, and though he was a little wisp and wimp of a boy, I
was caught in his eyes that had such a derisive stare, such a disdain for me in them, that my old feeling
of self-doubt was stabbed back into life, like a painful jolt backwards into some tunnel of childhood,
leading to all those memories, perhaps at school, of cruel games, of being outside the group. I felt like
a scapegoat standing there. I felt like a child.
Minnehaha smiled at me, in a conspiratorial way, as if to tell me that we could enjoy this. It was fun
for her, so why not for me? She was beautiful. Her eyes were framed by lashes so long and curled that
the sweep of her eyes was exaggerated to such moon-shaped, light-filled blue. Her mouth was thick,
too, and the underlip so sensual, like a woman’s.
“Come on,” said Adam. “It’s breakfast time.”
I believe that snakes do this with their prey. Just this. They stare in disdain at their prey, a little
mouse, for instance, or a bird (I read it once, perhaps in Rikki Tikki Tavi), I was telling Adam afterwards in the Rosebud Cafe, over our eggs and bacon. They make you feel so small that you want to
die, you deserve to die. And if you’ve ever felt it, felt that sense that you’re no good, underneath it all,
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not worth much, well, if you have felt that once, but never let it get the better of you, then the snake
senses it out, looks at you in that special knowing way, and you stare in disbelief. Your sense of shame
paralyzes you and then the snake pounces. “That little boy was a snake,” I said. I kept talking. It made
me calm to talk it over, and Adam listened sympathetically. He believed that talking things out and
through was magical, in its own way.
“And it was like an accident,” I said. “You remember when we were in Cuernavaca, and we’d had
too much to drink, thinking of Lowry and his good reasons for despair, and we drove round the curve
of the beautiful precipice with those mountain flowers, so red and orange and blue, and then suddenly
we were on the precipice, almost over it, and everything went still. One second took a day to occur, and
my life came back to me in a rush. It was like that.”
“Funny how small things can have such an effect on you. I mean it was only a bunch of kids.”
“Yeah,” I said. I looked around and found I had an audience. I had been talking loudly, feverishly,
excitedly, and perhaps it was my English tones, or the strident tone in my voice which Adam had often
remarked on, the overbearing, unselfconscious way I sometimes had, which had caught the attention
of the Rosebud folk.
The Rosebud Cafe was dark, a place for drinking all night and day, and so night and day were
indistinguishable. It smelt of tobacco, and beer, and burnt toast. The Indian policemen, a group of
white construction workers daubed in paint, and some farmers were at the bar. They turned to stare at
me but not to greet me. We were voyeurs of their despair. Was it picturesque? Cliched enough for us?
Their eyes asked me. Did they illustrate so well the point that life had got too much for them and this
was their place to nudge death? Here they rubbed shoulders with oblivion on the tin-topped bar. Then,
they’d go back out into the day bleary-eyed to live another bout of life. Not yet. In this place you could
inoculate yourself against death. It was everywhere. You could smell it. I didn’t want my intuition, but
there it was, I smelt it, “Like an animal, aren’t I?”
“If you say so,” Adam said smiling, liked me wild, liked it when I just came out with things.
“I sense it. It’s in the air. It’s in the shadows,” I said.
And then it all changed, miraculously, the sense of outcastness, of death, all those smells went, for
some Indian came to join us, and I realized that this place could be friendly perhaps, if you let it. Perhaps it wasn’t so evident that we were tourists, or that Adam was also out there to “do good.”
“You goin’ to Mount Rushmore?”
“No,” said Adam. “We’re here for the lawsuit that Henry Blackfoot’s filing against the Pennington
Farm. We’re here for that. A round of beers on me?”
The Indian nodded dumbly and went over to the bar. “A round of beers,” he said softly to the little
bartender.
“I’ll join you, if it’s all right with you,” said the Indian. “I’m Jim.”
“Good to meet you,” said Adam, shaking his hand. “I’m Adam.”
“You the lawyer?”
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“You got it.”
“And I’m the tourist,” I said.
“Not much to see,” said Jim.
“You think so?”
“I know so,” said Jim.
“It depends what you like,” I said. “I like looking at new things. This is new to me.”
“I don’t expect it is,” said Jim with a malicious look in his eyes.
His torso was very long, so although this body was only about six feet long, he appeared to tower
over Adam, because his legs were short. Adam is in proportion and slim. I have always liked his body,
even when we argue, even when I want to leave him.
“Is the Pennington farm near here?” asked Adam, like a journalist, quite unable to make small talk,
so desperate to get the information immediately, and so he will miss out on the feel of the event. He’ll
come back with what he wants to hear, a truth directed by his questions.
“About twenty miles.”
“The farm’s been in the family for two generations?”
“I dunno,” said Jim listlessly.
“It has,” said Adam. “You must have heard the story.”
“Yeah, I heard it,” said Jim. “Injun bones. The old folk coming back, that’s all it is. Like you bein’
haunted by your father or grandfather. That simple. Henry Blackfoot went to dig up the bones so the
tractors wouldn’t keep getting those old folks to wake. At night, the old folks groan deep in the soil.
Henry heard ‘em. Big groans rolling through his house. Not much in it excep’ the bones. But the law
don’ see it that way.”
“The law sees things many ways,” said Adam. “I see it that Henry has got every right to do that.”
“He does it for the publicity. For the newspapers,” he added, as if there was a difference between
the two.
“That’s the only way you get people to listen nowadays.”
“It worked, because on the East Coast it’s become quite a little story. Do you want to see the clippings?” I asked. “We’ve got them in the car.”
“Henry showed me the newspapers. I’m a friend o’ Henry.”
Some friend, I thought.
“And what do you do, I mean for a living?” asked Adam.
“Build the highways. A bridge now an’ then. Seasonal work. An’ then you take the long holidays
in-between. Flyin’ on them bridges is cool.”
Jim paused to drink his beer slowly. His cheeks were like brick walls, rough and hard, and they
came first in his face, leaving behind all his other features, except his mouth which was quite agreeable.
It was soft, not fleshy, telling of a kindly temperament.
“You like music?” he asked.
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“Oh, yes,” I said with exaggerated enthusiasm.
Jim took a quarter out of his pocket and asked me to make the choice on the jukebox. I felt a terrible sense of having too much. I felt I couldn’t take from him. What, after all, could Jim be earning,
dangling from the flying trapeze, with the filthy polluted evil waters waiting to engulf him, as he earned
a pittance, risking his life on the bridges.
“What do you like,” I asked in a tone that was becoming embarrassing to me, but I could not
change it. My pity for him came through in its ugly way, ruining my mild enjoyment of being with him.
Jim helped me out. He made his choices, Sting singing “Every move you make, every breath you
take, I’ll be watching you.”
“I think he’s lost it now,” I said.
“Yeah, Sting lost it,” said Jim in his listless tone.
“Do we depress you?” I asked, “being here?” I saw a flicker of amusement in his eyes.
“Everyone’s got a right to a job, haven’t they? In America,” he added, “the land of opportunity.
Right, man? So, Henry’s got his ghost job and he’s got a point. Lucky my ancestors aren’t buried in
Pennington’s sheep farm.” Jim laughed raucously.
I laughed with him.
Adam stared at me in wonderment and slight disgust. “Sweetie, this is serious. It’s no joke.”
“Same thing,” said Jim. “If something’s sacred, it’s a joke.”
And then a cloud fell over Jim, covering his face, making his eyes unfocused so he saw nothing, not
even his two new friends. He was mulling over his words swilling them down with a whole glass of beer,
celebrating the misery of his thoughts.
“A round on me?” he asked.
“Thanks, I will,” said Adam, who never drank in the morning and rarely in the evening.
“You don’t want one,” I said.
The door opened, letting in light which hurt my eyes. The Death Spirits retreated into the shadows,
I heard them retreating now as the door opened wide and children’s laughter and screams filled the
room. Minnehaha ran full speed to Jim and pulled at his leather studded belt.
“See-saw. See-saw. Hee-haw,” she chanted.
“Little one,” said Jim, and picked her up, whirled her round and round, and again.
“Little terror,” said Jim as he let her down with a thud to the floor.
“Gimme a quarter,” she ordered; he gave her one.
Minnehaha hauled herself up on the bar and danced. She danced to the end of Sting’s undanceable song. She danced to Eric Clapton’s “After Midnight.” She danced in an ungainly way. Sweetly.
Clapping her hands, throwing her arms up in the air, slightly out of time, at times, to the music. She
was letting off steam, the little bundle of energy was tiring herself out. And when Madonna came on
singing “Just Like a Virgin,” Minnehaha started to cry.
“I’m Madonna,” she said furiously.
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She leapt off the bar into the shadows, onto the cigarette butts, in her leopard-skin tights and her
shiny black swimsuit with her knobbly knees sticking through, ungainly.
“You’re not,” said the Snake Boy.
“I am,” she said. “I’ll show you.”
And Minnehaha danced again, this time sexily. It wasn’t really, but she tried so hard.
Jim had joined us smiling, good-naturedly.
“Where’s her parents?” I asked.
“Back over behind Wounded Knee. She’s Blackfoot’s daughter.”
Adam looked as if he had been told a lie. “How old is she?”
“Nearly ten,” said Jim.
“Who’s going to take her home? We can drop her off. She looks so overtired and worn-out by these
games,” I said, wanting to pick her up in my arms and cuddle and comfort her.
“I’m takin’ her home,” said Jim, “if Henry don’t come over by noon.”
“They’re out of school early,” Adam said.
“No school. School’s seasonal work,” said Jim. “They’re partyin’. The good life.”
Jim stood up.
“I can show you the way to Henry. Take you there, if you want, and drop her off at the same time.
I can do it now if you want. No need to wait. The Blackfoot home never sleeps.”
But Adam declined. He had an appointment with Blackfoot the following day and he said he didn’t
want to barge in on him, unannounced. Actually, Adam was worn out. The beers had soaked him with
sleep and he knew that his mind was too dream-filled to talk sense, so he stood up and led me into
daylight. It was brutal, showing the dust of the road, toneless dust, no trees, the open sky running amok
with clouds, so fast they moved in the wind, bent on some hellish purpose.
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Chapter 3

We drove through a few egg yolk yellow fields cut by the harvester, like a sheep shorn. But many of
the fields were bare, and had never been harvested. They gave the worst land to the Indians, so I didn’t
need to ask which were the parched brownish fields on slightly rolling land, tobacco colored, exuding
musty smells. Then, we were out of Indian land, back again into the surgically tended fields. Yes, these
were precision hands, cutting and growing, changing God’s work, changing the length of the stem, the
size of the ear of corn, the very life force, the germ of the crops to fit the harvester, the climate, the soil.
Somehow, it made me sick. I might have admired it, man’s control of the soil. I might have despised
the Indians for losing out, for ending up with the bad land and not having the wherewithal to tend the
land quite like the whites. But I didn’t. Blue, such deep blue sky sailed triumphantly over the perfect
wheat and barley and corn. We had been driving for about twenty minutes already over the Stonberg
farm before we saw their dark red barn and next to it such a modest farm house and such perfect white
fences, and in their back yard some children’s bicycles, bright plastic red and blue, and the cleanliness
of this kind of Nature made one marvel. Something, perhaps it was a sensuality, perhaps it was merely
character, but some essential part of life had been erased, and in its place was this neutered dwelling.
The children were in the fields with Daddy. But Marta, whose face I seemed to see through, was
waiting for us. Her long brown hair and white face with little specks of green for eyes were see-through
and I saw her home, as if it were her mind. Whenever I looked at her, the presence of her nicely
wallpapered living room seemed to dominate and overcome her. Adam tried to get her on the subject
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of Blackfoot’s daughter, but she kept saying (in a dutiful tone one was perhaps meant to interpret as
fidelity to Bobby) that we must wait for Bobby. “Blackfoot is Bobby’s baby,” she kept saying in a highpitched tone, consciously, very carefully controlled and overlaid with a sort of gentleness. I noticed her
computerized sewing machine, and then the paper cutouts of Indians, lying casually on the sewing
desk. These were the kind of Indians I saw in Westerns with their feathers and plaits and war paint.
“Isn’t it in bad taste?” I asked both of them, “these paper cutouts?”
“Oh, no. It’s part of the museum,” she said. “It makes some money. Cutouts are so popular with
children. They’re actually stickers. Take a look.”
Marta worked in the Museum of the American Indian Culture in the reservation. It was a parttime job, she said. Before she had the children it had been full-time. But now she needed time with
them. Didn’t I know that she had come out here to help?
“To help whom?” I asked naively.
“The Indians, of course,” she said as if I were a school kid. And then, without asking if we were
interested, she told us about her life. She rambled on about leading an empty life in Manhattan, doing
publicity for films. She worked on Fifth Avenue and Fifty-eighth Street and lived on East Seventy-second Street (I was meant to understand, I suppose, that there was something particularly empty about
these addresses, for she spoke of them with such disdain). She spoke of the restaurants, the socializing,
all the things that she and Bobby did that gave them no purpose. I’m not sure why she had to be so
disdainful of Manhattan. Perhaps because she missed it, perhaps she longed to be back, away from the
Indians and the herb garden and the odd mixture of “belongings,” by that I mean her jumbled membership of so many faiths, for she had given herself body and soul to Manhattan life, then to Bobby,
then to God, and God had led her to the Indians and she had then hated the church, the routine of
it, and yet somehow, meanwhile, the Indians had taught her that life was sacred. Even in their despair,
they had the answer and in giving her a purpose now, a raison d’être, she now had some knowledge
about what mattered. But why did she disappear so? Was she pure spirit now, just an emanation of
mind, scantily clothed in human form? That was what she said, more or less that the material world
was dead for her. So I said:
“It must get lonely round here.”
“No,” she said. The Indians had given her a purpose (part-time as it was nowadays), and though
there wasn’t much to do in these parts (except for Weight Watchers, and she was too thin for that, and
churchgoing, and she had momentarily seen the light in Manhattan but it had since gone out, gone
dark, and left her in God’s country), she was happy.
“I wonder why the final test for the believer is to lose faith,” I said. “I saw a wonderful film about
it, a French film, I’ve forgotten the title—but the young saint is abandoned by Jesus at the end and has
to find her faith back through her black blind disbelief in Him.”
“But social religion, the kind you find out here, would turn anyone off,” she said. The Indians had
the answer. She loved the Indians, she said. And she crumpled herself up, a little exhausted by her out-
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pouring. Adam, in an inept, embarrassed way, told us how good she was at publicity for the Indians,
as if to cover up for her.
“Blackfoot taught me a lot,” said Marta, fingering the Indian cutout. She sounded sad, as if he
had taught her how to look at life with cynicism. I thought I saw her eyes water, but didn’t have time to
verify it, for the children arrived, muddy and wild-eyed, and ran up to Adam, embracing him like an
uncle. I felt a little left out. He had known these people for years, longer than he had known me. The
toddlers burst out and giggled, emitting light, fresh sounds, the glee of new sight. They loved Adam,
crawled over him, rubbed mud on his lips, and he smiled and kicked his legs up in the air, pretending
to be a bucking horse. The evening was spent around the kids. None of their mother’s deep sadness
had marred their brightness, their nimble thoughts. Before long they had made friends with me, so I no
longer felt like a stranger. I could not yet decipher much of Bobby’s temperament for he was so placid,
so smiling in his silence and so unready to talk. He distanced me, as his wife had, for both of them
projected a version of themselves, in chatter and silence, that whittled away idiosyncracy and gave a
false permanence to one side of themselves. I was discussing this with Adam in the dark in the guest
house, landlocked in the middle of unpeopled fields. The silence stung my ears. But sometimes, I could
hear the clouds creaking so white outside the window. Adam said I just don’t understand America. He
said, “I know so many Americans like Marta, touched by some terrible need to find meaning, life never
being enough.”
“She’s hiding something,” I said, rubbing myself to warm my thoughts against Adam.
He pulled away. “You’re just being critical of my friends. You always have been,” he said, turning
away, so I was truly lonely. But I didn’t fall into anger. I needed Adam, out in this empty land, bad land,
dark night. But I didn’t want to make love because I didn’t want to let go. I imagined losing my body
first into Adam and then going into the night, being splayed out in the darkness further and further
and obliterated. But Adam was next to me, felt my body and entered me. I held back, feeling him just
as some warmth rubbing against me. My thoughts were elsewhere so the rhythm of his moving backwards and forwards was like a whisper, muted. Funny, how making love can be like just lying there.
Nothing more. That’s what I asked for.
And then he was moving without thinking, just taking me in the whole time and wanting me more
and more, moving without knowing it, just taken over by the movement, then I did too. I was carried
up into his body, with him, and forgot it all, eating, eating, like one big mouth. Everything in me was
licking Adam. But it was okay. Because he became part of me all of a sudden. I stopped being a mouth
and became a mouth and a prick. And then, words like that don’t mean much, because it was all of
us really, a lock and key (I often think about how we often come together even when we start off so
distracted, or even without the intention of making it a passionate matter). So we were stuck together,
and then I was calm, my thoughts had stopped going in circles and I was warm and not afraid. I didn’t
really mind if the holiday wouldn’t be much fun (and staying with Mart and Bobby didn’t look like
fun to me) and Wounded Knee seemed so sad, its history and the dead old farms and bars for beer
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drinking, didn’t seem like a place for a holiday. But if we could make love at night I’d get through it, I
told Adam and he smiled.
“The only reason you live in America is because of Manhattan. The moment I take you out of
your hothouse you wilt.”
“I don’t see why this is more American than that.”
“These places don’t change much. There’s no surface to them. No fashions to camouflage the unchanging essence of America.”
“I’ll find her sometime,” I said, and fell into sleep.
The silence woke me out of a dream, the lack of fire trucks, police cars sirens that lullaby me to
rest, the city’s signs of life. But here there’s no diversion from dreams. Christ was on the Mount of Olives, kneeling. His body white and gnarled, a Cranach-style painting. But the painting moved. Father,
why has Thou abandoned me, he kept saying, so slowly, like a music box repeating a single tune, and as
the mechanism wound down it became slower and slower. F-a-t-h-e-r— F-a-t-h-e-r ... and there were
brown acorns on the trees and olives dotted around the gnarled earth. But the sky was triumphant
turquoise, Mediterranean, not like this true blue sky here that has no hues of the sea coloring it. No
sea for miles. I felt cold and alone, wanting the harbor, the sea lapping against my ear, the life of the
city, something of the city. But the painting kept talking and all was abandoned. The whole world went
cold. I thought of making love again to stop the feeling, the reverberating aloneness of man coming
to me. That we must die alone. I thought these kind of thoughts, that life ends and nothing replaces
it. Well, I didn’t know. For now, it seemed like it would be a perpetual abandonment, with none of the
deities holding their hands out, to welcome me.
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Chapter 4

I have come a long way, travelled really far from my birth, I said to Adam as we walked along the
path from the guest house back to the farm house in the afterdawn light. Some white butterflies went
by, like a skirt upturned in the wind, little errant frills across the cornfields. I could hear a harvester but
couldn’t see where it was doing its job. Bobby had told us that they come from Kansas, sweeping the
farmland as they go. It’s seasonal work like all the work round here. For months you just sit around,
when its wintertime, and drink to keep warm. I was telling Adam about the sense of aloneness I have
out here. I felt it in my childhood, hiding, always hiding, finding a little nest somewhere in my house
to hide. Your parents can be alive and seem to be dead so that you’re mourning them every day. And
then, they can give you almost nothing but it seems like enough. I often ramble on like this with Adam.
It seems to soothe him, letting him know that I don’t have much to hide, can let myself think aloud
with him.
Adam stopped in his tracks. “This place is making you real upset. I know you’re upset. Even making love last night, you felt so distant, removed from it.”
“Perhaps it’s the land,” I said, “but it could be you. You seem upset. You know, when two people
are together it’s easy to pick up the other’s mood. It’s quite frightening sometimes how quickly it can
happen. It’s some kind of guilt because I can feel that now. I can taste the guilt in you.”
“The place makes me feel guilty. It makes me feel in conflict about being American.”
“Oh, come on, don’t say it’s political,” I said.
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But what I actually love about Adam surfaced. one of the many qualities that overlapped and intermingled and became so tangled up in his eyes and body that I enjoyed extricating a quality or two
and saying this or that made me love him. It wasn’t true that these qualities made me love him. It was
his presence, and then when he wasn’t there, the smell, the aftermath of his presence that I loved. It
was actually all that he was all the time, with and without me. Anyhow, what I love about Adam came
through: for he said, in his painfully honest tone, that he was guilty about Marta. He wasn’t sure if he
was here to help Marta or Blackfoot, and not knowing made him uncomfortable.
“I know her too well,” said Adam. “I knew her too well.”
“When did it end?”
“It ended quickly, like fireworks, it shone and exploded and that was the end of it.”
“I asked you when?”
“Long before I met you,” said Adam, amused at my show of jealousy.
“Well, why did you tell me, now that we’re on her doorstep?” I said.
“I don’t think we’d get much out of discussing it, anyway,” Adam said.
Marta was at the door, sad, with her long straggly hair that shone a little in the sun.
“Blackfoot’s in the bathroom,” she said to Adam.
“Damn,” said Adam.
And so we met up, already angry for one reason or another at each other, morose and silent when
Blackfoot came out of the bathroom, smirking with his green eyes and blondish hair, and in an instant
I felt the shock of finding him handsome, his aquiline nose, his smiling, arrogant eyes, knowledgeable
eyes, eyes that saw our ill temper and enjoyed it. He was above us, friendly to each in turn, but Marta
flinched whenever he spoke as if his words were pummelling her.
He didn’t talk much about the legal fight with the Penningtons, mentioning casually that Adam
and he had an appointment so he wouldn’t spoil our breakfast with business. Adam seemed relieved;
Blackfoot looked cold; Blackfoot switched to warmth, smiling, soft lips smiling; Blackfoot’s face clouded
over; he didn’t camouflage the anger hardening, making a show of it when Marta said that she had to
leave for the Museum of the American Indian. “They put the bones on show there. Bones that should
be buried, stuck in a glass cage for the tourists to watch. You might ask yourself why it’s called the
American Indian Museum since it’s not got any respect for what’s sacred.”
“People are,” said Marta, almost in tears and she gathered up her handbag and Peruvian cardigan
with white ponies and an emerald green background, and left.
None of us went after her.
“She still goes there,” he said. “No matter what I say.”
“Whites don’t seem to be able to put a foot right,” said Adam, almost to himself.
Blackfoot nodded.
“When you go around thinking you know better what to do with our culture than we know, it’s
not gonna work. We know. Some of us,” Blackfoot said, and then, swift as the wind, he changed his
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tone, making us breakfast as he spoke, offering us tours here and there, telling us jokes mostly directed
against the Bureau of American Indian Affairs.
“There has to be a dialogue with whites,” said Adam pompously, but Blackfoot was impressed,
agreed with Adam, rambled on about Marta doing good work on the publicity campaign as if she were
his secretary, and said that since there was a lot of publicity there would be a dialogue with the public.
Blackfoot brightened up at the word “publicity.” He also liked the word “event.” He said that everything he did, from waking to sleeping, and even his dreams (“I had a dream” ... he said ... “we could
use in our poster”) had the never-ending possibility of being used.
“Hunting season’s here in a few weeks. We should hunt like we used to, over our land. That’d cause
a stir,” said Blackfoot. “That’s trespassing. Real trespassing. You can’t,” said Adam. “Okay. You know
the law.” How far could he go? Adam knew, and Blackfoot became momentarily docile, almost childlike. Then, he moved on quickly to a new topic, a new event for Adam to monitor.
Blackfoot was charismatic with the unselfconscious power of his body, the hunterlike readiness
which fed into his mind so there was a listening in his face, as though he heard sounds of the land, small
sounds, whisperings of fish in streams, footprints of a deer echoed for him. He tracked down whites,
finding ways to trick and cheat and hit back at them for all they did; it had become a sport.
“Listen here, man,” said Adam (who never called people “man,” or “brother”) “if you go walking
over anyone’s private property just to get attention you won’t get the right attention. You want people
to be on your side and they are, when it comes to your ancestors’ burial ground. A lot of churchgoers
understand that. But you can’t start hunting over the farmers’ lands just because it was your hunting
grounds. You can’t use all the land.”
“That’s it, man. Quick thinking. It’d be all the land,” said Blackfoot. “Mass demonstrations across
the country. It’d be big time.”
“It’s not going to help your cause,” said Adam, showing signs of irritation. I wondered why he
came here, to defend someone he seemed to feel little for.
“Your old man would understand,” said Blackfoot. “He understands big time.”
“That’s the last thing my father understands. He’s an academic, an intellectual. He has no interest
in big time.”
“Oh no? Then why’s he got all those prizes, Nobel Prize for science. Why’s he on TV? D’you think
he just dropped down from nowhere. No, that guy’s got savvy,” said Blackfoot.
I laughed but Adam could not, tormented as he often was when Joseph was mentioned in public.
“No. Dad wasn’t some cheap showman, whore, narcissistic bastard,” said Adam. Blackfoot watched.
He wasn’t pleased he had riled his lawyer. He watched Adam intently, trying to work out how to calm
him down, to make amends.
“Your old man’d understand, not the big time. No, he’s not on TV because he wants to be there.
He’s jus’ forced up there because of his ideas. I got that, man. Cool it, man. But your dad’d get the
meaning of my culture, man, not like these kids what think it’s hip to defend the Injuns like you’d Save
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the Whales. Same yuppies what came with guns and shot us down. Same exact people who did what
was trendy two, three hundred years ago, killing Injuns,” screamed Blackfoot furiously.
“You use us,” Adam said. “A lot of us make it possible for you to hang out publicizing your cause.
A lot of yuppies give their money to your cause.”
“Damn shit, man,” said Blackfoot. “No more than they pay for some cheap shit French meal in
some fancy restaurant. Cheap shit. I use it, because I ain’t got no other source. But don’t you tell me I
have to like ‘em because they give me money. Don’t tell me I have to grovel. No, they come an’ grovel
to me. Those mystic bitches.”
Soon they’ll be at each other’s throats, not just shouting away, but I liked the absurd spectacle of
Adam losing his temper with his client. It made me want to hug him. I wanted to make him laugh a
little at himself. I can do it sometimes, mock him a little, mimic him, and then his grimness turns, so
fast, into a smile or laugh. It’s like pressing a button and I can do it to him because he knows I’m trying
to get him out of the cloud, the sad cloud mood that stops him from seeing out.
So I did. Blackfoot turned away. Adam laughed. The balance of power had shifted. Blackfoot
looked disconsolate, lost without his sense of humor.
“My father’s nothing to do with this case,” said Adam. “He won’t help your cause.”
And the sadness returned, the look of torment, of being faced with some idea that was merely a
throbbing pain. It had no way of being calmed, it was just like being stung by a wasp or kicked by a
horse, the idea of Joseph always being implicit in everything that Adam did. I know him well enough: I
know that he realizes that his father’s name, his sharing of features with the old man, all that goes with
him, like a shadow where he goes. Like a shadow, Joseph walks in his footsteps, selfishly, reminding people of his presence, overshadowing Adam’s being. Adam sometimes says it takes years for a community
to change the connotation of a word, and his father’s name is a household word, so he’ll be associated
with what his father stands for, no matter what he does.
“Your dad,” said Blackfoot, “knows what it’s like to be up against the wall. I saw that program
on him on Channel Thirteen, how he came here from Germany. Nazis everywhere, and your dad
escaped.”
“He was helped. People in England and America helped him out, before it was too late.”
“He was up against it, being a Jew in Germany’s like bein’ an Injun here. Same genocide.”
“I won’t get into this conversation with you,” said Adam quietly.
“Do you have it a lot?” I asked.
“No,” said Blackfoot, “I jus’ saw the program six months ago. Ever since then, though, I bin’ trying
to use it for my own ends.”
I stared at Adam and then at Blackfoot. Blackfoot and Adam were smiling at each other, knowingly.
The look of relief on Adam’s face became a man-to-man look, so they were like two men standing
naked in a shower, Adam and Blackfoot were just then. Knowing the weakest part of Adam, his loss of
face, his sense of losing his own person in his father’s presence, all that Blackfoot sensed and told Adam
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he knew it. It was done with no graciousness or sensitivity. I will use it against you, said Blackfoot, and
so loses his trump card. I think Adam likes it that way. He likes it when I tell him everything, even the
thoughts that hurt him. So, I watched him with admiration as he dealt with Blackfoot man to man,
not as some knowledgeable superior intellect, pruned and polished at Harvard, not as some Manhattan do-gooder coming to feel good over the bones of the Indians. Adam had somehow ditched all the
façade. The thing that made him break was in view, but he held himself strong, knowing it was there.
“I’m gonna make the hunting season into my event, anyhows,” said Blackfoot grimly.
Adam closed his eyes, put his hands over his face, and spoke to Blackfoot through this pose.
“You bastard,” he said. “I can’t take on every damn lawsuit under the sun for you. One after another, each one ruining the case I can make for the last event.”
“I’m sick to my bones of this small-time, small-town stuff. I don’t give fuck-all if it makes you sweat.
You’re scared shitless, man, about the big time. Getting into competition with the old man, so you’ll
stay in the shade. Well, I’m takin’ you out there, man, in the limelight.”
“Blackfoot,” said Adam slowly, “you won’t get the kind of attention you need for your cause.”
“All publicity’s good publicity,” said Blackfoot.
He smiled. He was happy like a kid who has thrown all his toys out of the window and watches
his mother throw up her hands in frustration. He was teasing Adam, he had Adam now, because the
two of them were in it together now. Adam had to take all of his antics on, one after the other, like a
mother and son.
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Chapter 5

That night, a dark, windy night, filled with small talk, sounding of the huge depths of sea that were
so far away, but had sent their winds to chill us, the dinner at the Stonberg farm was evanescent, almost
like a mirage. Lamb was discussed, the price of wheat, the fish they caught, the hunting season which
was soon to arrive. But the wind was all I could hear and all that made sense to me. Marta spoke about
the museum, the artifacts (and never mentioned Blackfoot’s visit), the children were sent crying to bed,
and then Marta excused herself. She felt tired, she said, though she looked feverishly awake. Bobby
was left to us, in his cheerfulness and his inaccessible tranquillity. He began again on the fish, the ones
he’d caught in the lake he’d just bought, on the edge of their property. It wasn’t really a lake. It was
partly man-made, but lakes were scarce, not like in Minnesota. He’d thought of getting a lake there
and driving away at the weekends. But Marta didn’t like the upheaval. Moves hurt her, said Bobby. She
got attached to places, glued to them, you might say. They clung to her skin. That’s how it seemed,
because some weekends she’d cry before leaving the farm. She’d disappear for hours, drive through the
property in any weather, just drive, and take it all in. Adam didn’t seem to find it strange at all. He said
that since he’d known Marta she attached herself to people, places, even objects.
“You’re lucky,” said Adam. “Some women would run from the isolation of this place.”
“But she knows the Indians,” said Bobby. “She’s found a place in their world.”
“I wish I could be like that,” I said, thinking of my restlessness, my moving from one place to another, the fear that I would leave Adam sometime, find an excuse to leave him. Perhaps even this trip,
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I would find a reason to leave.
“With the Indians?” asked Bobby. “You know you wouldn’t want to be mixed up with the Indians.
There’s no sense in it. They use you. Manipulative little bastards,” said Bobby.
“You mean Blackfoot?” I asked.
“The lot of them. The whole lot of them. Exploitative bastards. You know they live off welfare.
Work half the year when they feel like it. Drink themselves to death when they feel like it, have kids but
don’t send them to school ...”
Bobby was red-faced with anger. It sickened me. I wanted to leave.
“But they have so much to deal with. So much despair.” said Adam.
“We’ve all got our crosses to bear. I only put up with it because it gives her peace of mind. It keeps
her happy, in a way. But I’d kill the bastard that trespassed on my land looking for ghosts and burial
grounds. Blackfoot’s kept quiet about it so far. I told him my mind. So he’s keeping it under wraps.
Partly because he’s scared I’ll kill the bastard. Partly because of Marta. She keeps him quiet in her own
way.”
“I didn’t know there were sacred burial grounds on your farm,” said Adam quietly.
“It’s down by the lake. The new land I bought. There’s some bluffs. And then the lake has a history.
They say the lake’s possessed with rain. So when the Rain God came to live in the lake, the fish came
to feed him. You’re not allowed to fish in that lake. And all around here are gravestones.”
“Real ones, or underground ones?”
“Real ones,” said Bobby, uncomfortably.
“So what did you do with them?”
“I leave them there. They’re useful for picnicking or when you’re hunting.”
Bobby went to the fridge and poured himself another beer. He forgot to offer us anything and we
didn’t ask.
He was red with beer.
“The whole damn land is filled with this stuff. You can’t put a foot down on anything here that isn’t
sacred. Moon Gods. Sun Gods. Rain Gods. You name it, they’ve got it. The prairie’s eaten over most
of it now, thank God.”
“Thank God? Thank which God?” asked Adam.
“It’s easy to be liberal when they’re not playing their tricks on your land.”
“In a way,” said Adam, “in a way, I’d get pretty angry if some guy told me I didn’t have a right to
my West Side apartment because two hundred years ago his dad had an Indian burial ground where
the elevator now stands. You could look at it that way. But visually it doesn’t work. It works, the idea of
ownership out here. You can see it, imagine what it was like. It hasn’t changed that much. The wind’s
the same. It’s just so convincing to one’s eyes—the beauty of Blackfoot’s proposition is that you can see
him when he gets on his horse, rides across the plains, you can see he owned it all. In his stance and
those blue eyes. He isn’t ...”
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“You find him pretty?” asked Bobby, threateningly.
“Yes,” said Adam, “I find him pretty.”
“Like a dumb blonde?” asked Bobby.
“No, like a man,” said Adam. “He’s pretty masculine, don’t you think?”
“He’s no dumb blonde. His mind is just an apparatus for manipulation. You should just watch him,
with Marta, with you, just watch him next time.”
Bobby went to the fridge for another beer, and Adam, sensing that the alcohol might unleash further venom from his friend, said that he would take his leave. It was late.
“He uses you,” said Bobby, disregarding Adam’s movement toward the door. “He uses his kids. He
uses you. He’s impervious to others. He couldn’t care if we ended up dead in a ditch, frozen to death
on some highway. He’d pass by in his truck and leave us dying. You watch him, next time,” said Bobby.
Bobby felt violent. It came out so suddenly, bypassing the tranquillity, cutting through the cheerfulness, like the wind over the plains. When it gathers force, it erases all characteristics from the land,
flattens everything over time. So, Bobby was left in a strange emptiness by his anger.
“And what does that matter to you, Bobby?” asked Adam. “Why should you care what some Indian
thinks about you? Or me? So what if he doesn’t give a damn?”
Bobby, in his hugeness, his huge anger, was bereft, and sad. “You’re right. I shouldn’t care,” he said,
and tears came to his eyes. It wasn’t the beer. It was something he wanted to release from himself. I
could see the relief in his face. The lines around his mouth unwrinkled momentarily and he cried. He
didn’t actually make a sound, but the tears rolled down his face.
Adam’s face hardened. He looked at Bobby, as at a spectacle of pain, as if he were hardening himself to his own self-pity. He’d often be moved to tears, by pain and other strong emotions. But lately,
Adam had been trying to strengthen himself against his moods. I felt Bobby’s tears roll warmly down
my chest. They had reached me because of their abruptness and the feeling I still had that a man like
Bobby could not cry.
“Do you want to take a walk?” asked Adam in a clipped tone.
“Not at night,” said Bobby, and I detected a slight tremble in his lips, a twitch at the corner of fear.
“We should get some sleep,” said Adam.
“It’s good of you to listen,” said Bobby, ushering us to the porch. The night sky was punctuated by
so many stars. Their light was chill, like icicles hanging coldly.
“You haven’t really told me what’s bugging you,” said Adam.
Bobby nodded.
“Don’t ask me to,” said Bobby. “I don’t need to go into the details.”
I had the feeling that I wasn’t wanted, for they walked back into the house and left the door to close
in my face. I opened it and watched. They took a beer each and walked back onto the porch, down
the steps into the grasslands, and I followed. Some unspoken message had passed between them. For
there was a friendly air to them, a quiet padding to their steps, some sense that they were taking this
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walk together.
They said nothing, but the rhythm of walking seemed to talk for them. I could imagine them as
students now, as friends. We had arrived at the lake, murky except where the clouds sailed across it,
white on ink blue black. Indelible smudge, filled with the death of Indians. That’s what Adam said later, that the lake smelt of death. So we walked away again, and said goodnight, and nothing had been
explained, but Adam merely said later, when we were in bed, “He stole my girlfriend in our freshman
year. He thinks I stole Marta to get even. But that’s all the sense I can make of it. I still don’t think that’s
his current humiliation. But it’s something to do with sex.”
“That’s what I thought it’d be like. Underneath propriety, clean kitchens, insecticided fields, herb
gardens and domestic scenes of happiness, I thought I’d find stories of cheap infidelities. I wouldn’t
even be surprised if Blackfoot’s fucked her.”
Adam tossed, turned off the bed light, and yawned.
“Look how she is with him, broken in two, weakened by need. Look how she stares when she’s near
him, with fear.”
Adam fell silent.
“See how she’s hurt by him, just like a slave, the way she walked out, submissive.”
“Blackfoot’s not dumb enough to have an affair with her,” said Adam, but I cried. It comforted
me to tears, the thought of desire surviving this neutered world, this life of church, rooted in neutered
land, earth like a heavy snow covering us in a cold sleep. But desire comes out, limping, crucified, but
alive; surviving the dead land.
Adam listened and stroked my lips. He hummed to me and rocked me to sleep.
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Melinda Camber Porter in her New York studio, 2005
Collection of the Melinda Camber Porter Archive
Photo: Johnny Rodrigues

Melinda Camber Porter
British, 1953–2008

M

elinda Camber Porter was born
in London and graduated from Oxford
University with a First Class Honors
degree in Modern Languages. She began
her writing career in Paris as a cultural
correspondent for The Times of London.
French culture is the subject of her book
Through Parisian Eyes (published by Oxford
University Press), which the Boston Globe
describes as “a particularly readable
and brilliantly and uniquely compiled
collection.”
She interviewed many leading cultural
figures in film and literature from Europe
and America over her career. These
included Nobel Prize winners Saul Bellow,
Gunter Grass, Eugenio Montale, and
Octavio Paz, writers including Joyce Carol
Oates, Joan Didion, and Frances Sagan,
and filmmakers Michael Apted, Martin
Scorsese, and Wim Wenders, among many
others. [Audio recordings are available for
more than fifty of these cultural interviews.]
Her novel Badlands, a Book-of-theMonth Club selection, was set on South

Dakota’s Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
and acclaimed by Louis Malle, who said:
“better than a novel, it reads like a fierce
poem, with a devastating effect on our selfesteem,” and by Publishers Weekly, which
called it, “a novel of startling, dreamlike
lyricism.”
A traveling art exhibition celebrating
Camber Porter’s paintings, curated by the
late Leo Castelli, opened at the French
Embassy in New York City in 1993. This
exhibition, sponsored by the National
Endowment for the Arts and the French
Embassy, traveled to cities across the United
States through 1997.
Peter Trippi, Editor of Fine Art Connoisseur
magazine said: “In our era of slickly
produced images, teeming with messages
rather than feelings, Camber Porter’s art
strikes a distinctive balance between the
achingly personal and the aesthetically
beautiful. This equilibrium has developed,
at least in part, through her discerning
openness to a range of historical mentors,
William Blake being the figure she has
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admired most passionately,” and “not
surprisingly Camber Porter finds particular
pleasure in Gauguin’s notebooks, which
erase the boundaries between image and
word.”
A film documenting the creation of her
paintings featured in the art exhibition
The Art of Love showed regularly on
Public Television stations nationally, and
a collection of her poetry and paintings,
also entitled The Art of Love, served as
companion to the show.
Camber Porter’s paintings have also
served as the primary inspiration and as
backdrops for several of her theatrical
works. She created the backdrops,
book, and lyrics for the musical Night
Angel, with music by Carman Moore,
which was originally performed at The
Clark Theater, Lincoln Center, in New
York City. She created the book, lyrics,
and backdrops for the rock-operain-progress, Journey to Benares, with
music, direction, and choreography by
Elizabeth Swados, which was performed

at the Asia Society and Museum in New
York City in November 2003.
Robin Hamlyn, noted world expert on
William Blake and senior curator of Tate
Britain’s Blake and Turner collections,
delivered a lecture and wrote a book on
Ms. Porter’s watercolors entitled, William
Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda
Camber Porter. Mr. Hamlyn writes about
Ms. Porter, “I believe that all great art
is, in its essence, defined by fearlessness.
Both Melinda Camber Porter’s and
William Blake’s works exemplify and
illuminate the fearlessness that is part of
the very essence of all great art.”
Melinda Camber Porter leaves a prolific
and creative legacy with thousands of
paintings; over two hundred hours of
audio and film interviews with global
creative figures in the arts, film, and
literature; and her tens of thousands of
pages of writings: novels, plays, essays,
journalism, and volumes of poetry.
Her creative and spiritual works will be
enjoyed for generations to come.
(www.MelindaCamberPorter.com)
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Public Art Exhibitions
2010
Memorial, Buffalo Ridge, Gary, South Dakota
Memorial, Clarke Theater, Lincoln Center, New York
Retrospective, John Jermain Library, Sag Harbor, New York
2009
Sag Harbor Tree Fund, Sag Harbor, New York
2008
Memorial, Sag Harbor, New York
2006
British Consulate, New York, Retrospective
Dahesh Museum, New York, Trustees Tour of the Artist’s Studio
Kips Bay Boys & Girls Club, Designer Showcase, New York
School of Visual Arts, New York, William Blake Influences
Art for Youth, London
2005
Paul Labrecque Salons, New York
Walter Wickiser Gallery, New York
2004
Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom
2003
Asia Society and Museum, New York
2002
Art for Healing Gallery, New York
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1999
Southampton College, Southampton, New York
1996
Film Center’s Step-Daughter, The Salon Des Artistes, New York
Night Angel, musical, Clark Theater, Lincoln Center, New York
1994
Boat Child, National Theatre Conservatory, Denver
1993–1997
The Art of Love
Civic Fine Arts Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
The Embassy of France, Washington, DC
The Foothills Art Center, Golden, Colorado
The French Cultural Embassy, New York
The French Library in Boston
L’Alliance Française de New Orleans
L’Alliance Française de Miami
L’Alliance Française de San Francisco
L’Alliance Française de Houston
L’Alliance Française de Chicago
Lincoln Center, New York
The Nicolaysen Art Museum, Casper, Wyoming
The West Hartford Art League, West Hartford, Connecticut
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Series of Artworks
Adolescence, 1966
Arenal Volcan, 2004
The Art of Love, 1992
Badlands, 1988
Barcelona Point, 1992
Birthing, 1998
Bliss, 2008
Caves of Chauvet, 2005
Childhood, 1965
Children, 1981
China, 1985
Déclarations D’Amour, 1975
Earthly Fidelity, 1996
Frank, 1986
Horses of Chauvet, 2005
Icons, 2005
Living in Lightness and Darkness, 2008
Luminous Bodies, 1995
Mother & Child, 1988
Mummy Book, 1998
Night Angel, 1995
Playa Manuel Antonio, 2008
Queen, 1960
Recuperation, 2007
Return to Earth and Fire, 2008
Self-Portraits, 1982
Triptychs, 2000
Waves and Particles, 2008
Wedding, 1985
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Literature
Non-Fiction
Through Parisian Eyes: Reflections on Contemporary French Arts and
Culture, 1986, Oxford University Press, New York
Olhar Parisiense, Reflexoes Sobre a Cultue e as Artes Francesas
Contemporaneas, Portugese, 1991, Rio Fundo Editora, Ltda

Novels
Badlands, 1996
Child of the Western World, 1982
Floating Boundaries, A Trilogy, 1985
Book I: Hong Kong
Book II: China Arrives
Book III: Freedom or Tyranny
Frank, 1996
Imogen, 1987
The Male Madonna, 1987
Rachel, 1980

Plays
Boat Child, a comedy, 1993
Caves of Chauvet, a musical, 2004
Horses of Chauvet, a musical, 2003
Journey to Benares, a musical, score by Elizabeth Swados, 2004
More Verse More, 1979
Night Angel, a musical, score by Carman Moore, 1992
Night Angel, a musical, score by Keith Bright, 1994
The Interviewer, a drama, 1981

Short Stories
Outline for a Novel, 1984
The Photographer’s Shoot, 1983
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Poetry Volumes
Ancestors, 2006
The Art of Love: Love Poems and Paintings, 1990
Déclarations D’Amours, 1998 (French)
Early Years, 1970
Earthly Fidelity, 1997
Emotions, 1970
Expanse of Oceans & Seas, 2008
Finding Love, 1980
Gardens of Life, 2008
Healing, 2007
Human Conflicts, 2003
Illness, 2007
The Interviewer, 1982
Into the Waves, 2008
Love Brings Conflicts, 1976
Luminous Bodies, 1995
Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome, 2007
The Ritual:Volume I, 1975
The Ritual: Volume II, 1980
For Robert & James, 2000
Rules for a Ritual, 1976
Where is God, 2008
Women Embraced, 1980
Women and Horses, 2005
Would I Break Open My Heart Again, 1978
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Film
The Art of Love, 1993
Joyce Beroneo on Photography, 1983
The Kitchen, 1977
La Mort O’elle, 1976
Luminous Journey, 1999
Sacred Journey, 2001

Screenplays
I’ll Get Bye, 1981
Julian and Juliet, 1978
Michael: The Life and Works of Michael Apted
The Third Half, 1993
Time to Heal, 2007

Photography
Badlands, 1991
China, 1985
Genesis, 1978
Polaroid Self-Portraits, 1981
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Journalism
Philippe Adrien, French Dramatist, Paris, 1977
Lyudmila Alexeyeva, Russian Human Rights Activist, New York, 1992 (with audio)
Laurie Anderson, American Singer, New York, 1983
Anthony Andrews, English Actor, Under the Volcano, Mexico, 1984 (with audio)
Jean Anouilh, French Dramatist, Lausanne, Switzerland, 1976
Michelangelo Antonioni, Italian Filmmaker, Rome, 1977
Michael Apted, English Filmmaker, NY, CA, London, 1999 (with audio & video)
Jean-Paul Aron, French Writer, Paris, 1976 (with audio)
David Bailey, British Photographer, Oxford, United Kingdom, 1973
Jean-Louis Barrault, French Dramatist, Paris 1978 (with audio)
Saul Bellow, American Writer, Nobel Prize in Literature
Chicago, 1991 (with audio)
Ingmar Bergman, Swedish Filmmaker, Munich, 1977
Bernardo Bertolucci, Italian Filmmaker, Rome, 1979
Jacqueline Bissett, American Actress, Mexico, 1984 (with audio)
Walerian Borowczyk, Polish Filmmaker, Paris, 1975
Breyten Breytenbach, South African Writer, Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Peter Brook, English Dramatist, Paris, 1975 (with audio)
David Byrne, American Musician, New York, 1983 (with audio)
Marcel Carné, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1978
L. M. Kit Carson, American Actor, Paris, Texas, 1983 (with audio)
John Cassavetes, American Film Director, New York, 1984 (with audio)
Patrice Chéreau, French Film and Theater Director, Paris, 1975
Costa-Gavras, Greek Film Director, Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Liliana Cavani, Italian Filmmaker, Rome, 1977
Cyril Connolly, British Writer and Critic, Oxford, United Kingdom, 1971
Robert M. Crunden, American Cultural Historian, 1998
Régis Debray, French Writer, Paris 1985 (with audio)
Joan Didion, American Writer, New York 1993 (with audio)
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Journalism Cont’d
Marguerite Duras, French Filmmaker and Writer, Paris, 1975
Jean Eustache, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1975
Federico Fellini, Italian Filmmaker, Rome, 1977
Albert Finney, English Actor, Mexico, 1984 (with audio)
Michael Fitzgerald, American Film Producer, Mexico, 1984 (with audio)
J. Hubert Francis, Mi’kmaq Musician and Spiritual Elder
Big Cove, New Brunswick, Canada, 2001 (with video)
Guy Gallo, American Writer, Mexico, 1983 (with audio)
Françoise Giroud, French Journalist, Politician and Writer
Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Nadine Gordimer, South African Writer, New York, 1994
Günter Grass, Artist and Writer, Nobel Prize in Literature
New York, 1993 (with audio)
Peggy Guggenheim, Art Collector, Paris, 1975
Michael Hastings, British Playwright, Paris, 1976
John Huston, American Filmmaker, Mexico, 1984 (with audio)
Eugène Ionesco, Romanian Playwright, Oxford, UK, 1974
Edmond Jabès, Egyptian Poet and Writer, Paris, 1985
Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, Indian Writer, Paris, 1978
Pierre Klossowski, French Artist and Writer, Paris, 1975
Bernard Kouchner, Founder of Doctors Without Borders
French Prime Minister, Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Akira Kurosawa, Japanese Filmmaker, New York, 1985 (with audio)
Bernard-Henri Lévy, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Roy Lichtenstein, American Artist, New York, 1983 (with audio)
Michael Lonsdale, French Actor, Paris, 1985
Louis Malle, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1975 (with audio)
André Malraux, French Writer, Paris, 1975
Florence Malraux, Daughter of André Malraux, Paris, 1985
Peter Matthiessen, American Writer, New York, 1991 (with audio)
Juan Mendez, Argentinean Human Rights Activist, New York, 1993 (with audio)
Eugenio Montale, Italian Journalist and Poet
Nobel Prize in Literature, Milan, Italy, 1976
Yves Montand, French Actor and Singer, Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Aryeh Neier, American Human Rights Activist, New York, 1993 (with audio)
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Journalism Cont’d
Mike Nichols, American Film and Theater Director, New York, 1999 (with audio)
Joyce Carol Oates, American Writer, Princeton, New Jersey, 1993 (with audio)
Marcel Ophüls, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1977 (with audio)
Nagisa Oshima, Japanese Filmmaker, New York, 1991 (with audio)
Alan Parker, English Film Director, Wildwood, New Jersey, 1984 (with audio)
Octavio Paz, Mexican Writer, Nobel Prize in Literature, Mexico, 1982 (with audio)
Tom Phillips, British Artist and Historian, Paris, 1975
Jérôme Peignot, French Writer, Paris, 1975
Michael H. Posner, American Human Rights Activist, New York, 1993 (with audio)
Ishmael Reed, American Poet and Writer, New York, 1992 (with audio)
Alain Resnais, French Film Director, Paris ,1985 (with audio)
Jean-François Revel, French Journalist and Writer, Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Alain Robbe-Grillet, French Filmmaker and Writer, Paris, 1974
Éric Rohmer, French Filmmaker and Writer, Paris, 1975
Françoise Sagan, French Writer, Paris, 1978 (with audio)
Jean-Paul Sartre, French Philosopher and Writer, Paris, 1977
John Sayles, American Filmmaker, New York, 1991 (with audio)
Martin Scorsese, American Filmmaker, New York, 1998 (with audio)
Stuart Seide, American Theater Director, Paris, 1975
Delphine Seyrig, French Actress and Director, 1975
George Steiner, French-born American Philosopher and Writer
Oxford, United Kingdom, 1973
Bertrand Tavernier, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1985 (with audio)
Olivier Todd, French Journalist and Writer, Paris, 1978 (with audio)
Peter Trippi, American Art Historian, New York, 2006 (with audio and video)
François Truffaut, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1975
Roger Vadim, French Filmmaker, Paris, 1975
Michel Veuthey, Swiss Human Rights Activist, New York, 1994 (with audio)
Jon Voight, American Actor, New York, 1987 (with audio)
Francis Warner, English Dramatist, Oxford, United Kingdom, 1977
Wim Wenders, German Filmmaker, Paris, Texas, 1983 (with audio)
Monique Wittig, French Author and Feminist, Paris, 1976
George Wolf, American Theater, New York, 1993 (with audio)
Susannah York, English Actress, New York, 1991 (with audio)
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Praise
“Porter’s and Blake’s works …the very essence of all great art.”
—Robin Hamlyn
“. . . most pertinent to Camber Porter is Michelangelo.”
—Peter Trippi
“Porter skillfully picks and chooses from the entire range of modernism.”
—Nancy Karlins
“Sensuality is at the heart of Porter’s work.”
—The New York Times
“Porter, who is Redon’s equal and, with effort, outsurpasser.”
—Jeffrey Paine
“Few artists have the rigorously philosophical instincts.”
—Leo Castelli
“Porter’s willingness to listen well and challenge when necessary.”
—Philadelphia Inquirer
“. . . sections remind me of Shaw and Wilde.”
—Peter Perhonis
“Painter-Novelist…a line between erotic and obscene.”
—The New York Times
“The great ‘meltdown’ of modern sexual anarchy.”
—Saul Bellow
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“Frank is a pleasure in every way.”
—Mike Nichols
“Badlands is a very strong, very intelligent.”
—Joyce Carol Oates
“. ..her vision is lyrical, yet unflinching.”
—Peter Matthiessen
“. ..like a fierce poem, with a devastating effect on our self-esteem.”
—Louis Malle
“An uneasy dream of sex and death and abandonment.”
—Joan Didion
“. ..is a particularly readable and brilliantly compiled collection.”
—Boston Sunday Globe
“. ..It is an exquisite prose poem.”
—Michael Hastings
“Through Parisian Eyes is like a daylong trip to the candy store.”
—San Francisco Chronicle
“Porter’s poetry and paintings have a soft, lyrical quality.”
—Ishmael Reed
“Porter so powerfully conjures is a place where wounds don’t heal.”
—Donna Seaman
“. ..she had a protean talent, a beautiful imagination and the energy
and courage to explore every avenue of art as far as it would take her.”
—Robert Redford
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Obituaries of Melinda Camber Porter
East Hampton Star, East Hampton, New York.
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford University, Oxford, England, United Kingdom.
New York Women in Film & Television, New York, New York.
The Sag Harbor Express, Sag Harbor, New York.
Southampton Press, Southampton, New York.
The Times, London, England, United Kingdom.
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For More Information from
Blake Press and the Melinda Camber Porter Archive:
melinda@MelindaCamberPorter.com
www.MelindaCamberPorter.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melinda_Camber_Porter
www.cultureunplugged.com/storyteller/Joseph_Flicek
www.amazon.com/Melinda-Camber-Porter/e/B001HQ1BS6
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIflCaF2qpHh8uQgffSXLDQ
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M elinda Camber Porter A rchive
of C reative W orks
International Standard Serial Numbers:
ISSN: 2379-2450 (Print)
2379-3198 (Ebook)
2379-321X (Audio)

V olume I: J ournalism

Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Eugenio Montale,
Volume 1, Number 1: ISBN 978-1-942231-44-8
At his home in Milan, Italy 1976,
Includes Montale’s Nobel Prize Lecture in English and Italian

Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Roy Lichtenstein,
Volume 1, Number 2: ISBN 978-1-942231-47-9
During the 1983 Green Street Mural
At his studio in New York City, 1983

Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Wim Wenders,
Volume 1, Number 3: ISBN 978-1-942231-45-5
On Film Set of Paris Texas in Houston, TX in 1983
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Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Octavio Paz,
Volume 1, Number 4: ISBN 978-1-942231-07-3
At his home in Cuernavaca, Mexico in 1983
Includes Paz’s Nobel Prize Lecture in English and Italian

V olume II: A rt

and

Literature

Fashion In The Time Of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603),
Volume 2, Number 1: ISBN 978-1-942231-43-1
Text and Drawings by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward Robbie Lyle

Luminous Bodies: Circles of Celebration,
Volume 2, Number 2: ISBN 978-1-942231-49-3
Forty-five Watercolors and text by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward Peter Trippi, Editor Fine Art Connoisseur
Luminous Bodies: Circles of Mourning,
Volume 2, Number 3: ISBN 978-1-942231-50-9
Forty-five Watercolors and text by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward Robin Hamlyn, Senior Curator Tate Britain

Night Angel, A One-Woman Musical,
Volume 2, Number 4: ISBN 978-1-942231-33-2
Book, Lyrics and Backdrop by Melinda Camber Porter
Composer Carman Moore
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Night Angel, A One-Woman Musical,
Volume 2, Number 5: ISBN 978-1-942231-35-6
Book, Lyrics and Backdrop by Melinda Camber Porter
Composer Keith Bright

The Triptych Series,
Volume 2, Number 6: ISBN 978-1-942231-39-4
Twenty-seven oil paintings by Melinda Camber Porter
Foreward by Walter Wichiser

Badlands, A Novel,
Volume 2, Number 7: ISBN 978-1-942231-51-6
by Melinda Camber Porter
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gent and very intriguing novel.”
—Joyce Carol Oates

“Melinda Camber Porter should be congratulated on Badlands: she knows her
subject thoroughly; her vision is lyrical,

Melinda Camber Porter

“Badlands is a very strong, very intelli-

yet unflinching. Badlands is an achieve-

|

ment.”

Badlands

—Peter Matthiessen

I S S N : 2 3 7 9 - 2 4 5 0 ( P r in t )
ISSN: 2379-3198 (E-Book)
ISSN: 2379-321X (Audio)

“In Badlands, Melinda Camber Porter
has focused her English intelligence on
dream of sex and death and abandonment, a mirage with the power of possession.”
—Joan Didion
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America and rendered it as an uneasy

Melinda Camber Porter

by

$49.99
ISBN 978-1-942231-51-6

Melinda Camber Porter Archive of Creative Works
Volume 2, Number 7
www.MelindaCamberPorter.com

9 781942 231516

Blake Press

54999>

BADLANDS
M e l in d a C ambe r P o r t e r
ne w p h o t o i l l u s t r a t e d
edition by the author

